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Summary. We consider the problem of forecasting debt recovery from large portfolios of non-performing
unsecured consumer loans under management. The state-of-the-art in industry is to use stochastic
processes to approximately model payment behaviour of individual customers based on several co-
variates, including credit scores and payment history. Monte Carlo simulation of these stochastic
processes can enable forecasting of the possible collections from portfolios of defaulted debt.
Even though the individual-level models are relatively simple, it is challenging to carry out simulations
at the portfolio level because of the very large number of heterogeneous accounts, with a broad range
of values for the collection variances.
We aim to solve two main problems: efficient allocation of computational resources in the simulations
to estimate the likely collections as precisely as possible, and quantification of the uncertainty in the
forecasts, under the constraint that all the accounts must be simulated to enable valuation at the ac-
count level. We show that, under certain conditions, robust estimators of population-level variance can
be constructed by summing over coarse unbiased estimators of the variance of individual accounts.
The proposed methods are demonstrated through application to a model which shares key features
with those that are used in practice.

Keywords: Large scale Monte Carlo, Uncertainty quantification, Debt recovery models

1. Introduction

Stochastic models are an important tool in the financial industry for understanding both expected
outcomes and the uncertainty or risk associated with these outcomes. Though the academic lit-
erature on models for traditional areas such as stocks, insurance, and pensions is well-developed
[13; 4; 3], other applications such as non-performing loans (NPLs) (any loan in which the original
terms of the loan have been breached, e.g. missed or lower payments than in the agreement) are
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less widely studied. A few important examples of NPL modelling exist, e.g. [21], where Markov
models are developed for repayment sequences beginning with a default, and [6] where machine
learning methods are used, however overall the literature is less well-developed. Despite this, NPLs
are a highly commercially important application.

Arrow Global Ltd (AGL) is a leading European investor and asset manager, with millions of
non-performing unsecured consumer loans under management, and is the leading purchaser of
non-performing consumer debt portfolios in the UK. Stochastic modelling of the remaining future
collections from both existing and prospective portfolios is critical for the company’s financial
reporting, purchasing decisions, and its decisions about operational strategies, for example under
what circumstances to pursue litigation.

The key feature of Arrow’s problem is the need to aggregate detailed models of individual-level
outcomes to make forecasts at the population or portfolio level on a biannual basis, each of which
is termed a forecasting round. This introduces several challenges. Monte Carlo simulation is re-
quired because the quantities of interest such as the expectations and quantiles of the collections
are analytically intractable. However, the simulation of portfolio-level outcomes is a highly com-
putationally expensive process due to the size of a typical portfolio, which may consist of tens or
hundreds of thousands of heterogeneous accounts. This large scale forces a high cost for portfo-
lio simulation even though Arrow’s individual-level model is relatively simple, being essentially a
Markov model similar to [21] but using a logistic regression to model an individual’s probability of
payment in a given period as a function of the account attributes. As a result of this high expense
the number of simulation realisations is highly constrained, and it is important to make efficient
use of the available computational resources. In addition, due to the restricted number of reali-
sations available it is not clear at present how to use the simulations to quantify the uncertainty
in the portfolio-level forecasts. Moreover, we live under the constraint that all accounts must be
simulated within the forecast, in order to allow valuations at the account level. This constraint
rules out methods based on sub-sampling, which could be employed to deal with the large size of
the population. Furthermore, due to the heterogeneity of the accounts, it is important that certain
sub-populations have sufficient numbers of realisations of simulations.

In this paper we address these challenges with three main methodological developments. First,
we devise more efficient Monte Carlo schemes that reduce the variance of the estimates by optimizing
the number of realisations of the different accounts in the simulation. The method parallels similar
ideas from Multilevel Monte Carlo [8; 9] and Bayesian design of experiments [5]. The optimal
number of realisations is shown to depend on the variance of the account-level outcome, which is
a function of the account attributes. Second, we develop prediction intervals to allow uncertainty
quantification in the aggregated forecasts. Third, in order to facilitate a practical implementation
of both the prediction intervals and the optimal Monte Carlo scheme a Gaussian process emulator
[18; 10] is developed to give a computationally cheap estimate of the variance of the account-level
collection as a function of the account attributes, such as credit score, operational segment, etc.

Our focus is not on the construction of realistic individual-level models, which can be accom-
plished using fairly standard techniques. Rather, the primary aim of the paper is to develop variance
reduction and uncertainty quantification techniques in the case where individual-level forecasts are
aggregated to produce population-level forecasts. This structure appears fairly generic and so we
expect our techniques to be applicable beyond the context of Arrow and consumer debt. Due to
its commercially sensitive nature the full details of Arrow’s commercial model cannot be divulged
and so we instead illustrate the application of our variance reduction and uncertainty quantifi-
cation techniques with a representative agent-based model that reflects the main features of the
commercial model.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the representative model and
the existing method for producing population-level forecasts from individual simulations. In Section
3 we discuss techniques for variance reduction and illustrate their effectiveness on the representative
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model. In Section 4 we present the prediction intervals, their asymptotic properties, and simulation
studies validating their coverage. In Section 5 we introduce methodology for protecting quality of
the forecasts in important subsets of the full population. In Section 6 we give details of our Gaussian
process emulation methodology. We finish with conclusions and discussion in Section 7.

2. Representative Model

AGL has developed a suite of expected recovery forecasting models for their secured and unsecured
European assets. These forecasting models typically predict recovery curves of at least seven years
for these assets. In this paper, we consider specifically the UK unsecured consumer debt model.
This model simulates monthly cash payments for each account contained within the population,
using knowledge of each account’s credit rating, past engagement behaviour, and the efficacy of
AGL’s collection strategies. The account population has accumulated over more than a decade and
is composed of a wide variety of products, from loans, overdrafts, and credit cards to mail order
credit, telecommunication debt, and student loans. As such the portfolio is highly heterogeneous,
and the model is complex.

The methods described in this paper were designed and implemented using AGL’s commercial
forecasting model. However, in order to both simplify the discussion and protect AGL’s intel-
lectual property here we will illustrate their use on a representative model that shares the main
characteristics of AGL’s model.

2.1. Model overview
The model we discuss here takes an ensemble of N ∈ N accounts, and evolves their character-
istics (payment amount, balance, paying status) through a seven-year period, month by month.
Therefore, one simulation of the model will produce N time series, each containing up to 84 time
points. From this collection of time series, we calculate the quantities of interest (QoI), which are
the aggregate monthly collections and the total seven-year collection figure. Figure 1 gives a visual
summary of representative model, while full details are given in Section 2.2.

At each time step the behaviour (i.e. payment or non-payment) of each individual account is
simulated from a probability model that takes into account the account’s credit score as well as
their past engagement. In addition to these account characteristics, the payment probability will
also depend on the collections strategy being applied by AGL to the account, e.g. an account may
be worked amicably by agents in the call centre, be being prepared for enforcement action, or be
undergoing enforcement actions through the courts. Within the model, these collections strategies
are referred to as segments.

In AGL’s model accounts can transition between segments, representing a decision to change
between predefined strategies. The decisions about which accounts to transition is limited by the
operational capacity, forcing an account comparison which leads to a source of dependence between
the accounts. Accounts, once eligibility has been determined, are prioritised based on maximising
the return on investment. This is an important feature and so we include segment transition
dynamics within the representative model, detailed in Section 2.2.1.

2.2. Detailed model description
Some notation is required before the model can be clearly stated. Let Xit denote the collections
from the ith account in month t (i = 1, . . . , N ; t = 1, . . . , 84). Further let Yit = I(Xit > 0) denote
the corresponding payment indicator and Zit = (Bit, Ci, Sit, Ei) denote a vector of covariates, with
Bit being the individual’s remaining balance, Ci their credit score, Sit the operational segment
in which the account resides, and Ei the indicator for eligibility for segment transitions (see next
section). Note that Ci and Ei do not change in time, unlike the other variables. In order to
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Fig. 1. A summary of the workflow of the representative model.

initialize the model we will require knowledge of whether the account paid in the month preceding
the simulation period; the corresponding indicator variable is denoted Yi0.

At the individual level the main component of the representative model is essentially a logis-
tic regression time series model. Namely it is assumed that given the covariates the conditional
probability of a payment, pit = P (Yit = 1|Yi(t−1), . . . , Yi0,Zit), satisfies

log
pit

1− pit
=


−1 + 0.1Ci + 2Yi (t−1) , if Sit = 1 and Bit > 0 ,

0.4Ci + 2Yi (t−1) , if Sit = 2 and Bit > 0 ,

−4 + 0.2Ci + 2Yi (t−1) , if Sit = 3 and Bit > 0 .

In AGLs models, the different segments correspond with different collection strategies, and are
another key source of the heterogeniety of account performance. Whilst the segments described
above do not have real world meaning, they replicate the heterogeniety that AGLs model segments
generate. While in the real-world model, payment amounts are extensively modelled, in the rep-
resentative model if the customer pays, it is assumed that the payment amount is the lower of
£50 and the outstanding balance, hence overall Xit = min(50, Bit)Yit. The balance is updated
dynamically according to Bi(t+1) = Bit − Xit. If the customer has no outstanding balance then
there is no payment, i.e. if Bit = 0 then Yit = Xit = 0.

In the representative model the covariate values for N accounts are initialized via simulation
from appropriate distributions to give heterogeneous behaviour similar to that observed in AGL’s
commerical model. Specifically, initial values for the payment indicator and balance are generated
according to Yi0 ∼ Bernoulli(0.2) and Bi1 ∼ N(2500, 10002), the latter truncated to the range
[500, 10000]. The initial segments are chosen according to

Si1 =


1 , with probability 0.2 ,

2 , with probability 0.2 ,

3 , with probability 0.6 .

The credit scores are initialized via sampling from a normal mixture Ci ∼ 0.15N(1, 1)+0.05N(4, 1)+
0.2N(−1, 1) + 0.6N(−5,

√
0.1) and held fixed throughout the simulation.

The use of a mixture distribution for credit score reflects the reality that Arrow’s credit metrics
exhibit clustering defined by key variables such as proportion of credit lines in good order, mortgage
line in good order, any unsettled CCJs, etc., with less influential attributes creating variation within
these clusters. The specific choice of a normal mixture is for convenience. Note that Arrow use
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custom credit metrics derived from the information in customer credit files, they do not use an
off-the-shelf credit score product.

Figure 2 shows the heterogeneity in the behaviour of selected accounts from the simulated
population. In particular, Account 139 has a high probability of paying off the complete balance
and correspondingly exhibits low uncertainty in the total collections, while the other accounts are
more variable.

2.2.1. Segment transitions

The details of the segment transitions in the representative model are as follows. There are several
prespecified transition times, τm (m = 1, . . . ,M), and in the month corresponding to transition time
τm a prespecified number, nm, of accounts is selected to transition to Segment 1. The accounts
selected are those with the nm best credit scores among accounts satisfying the following three
conditions:

(i) the account is eligible for transition;

(ii) the account is in Segment 3;

(iii) the account did not make a payment in the preceding month.

Eligibility is decided according to a time-independent indicator covariate Ei which is initialized
according to Ei ∼ Bernoulli(0.1). If there are fewer than nm accounts meeting criteria 1–3, then
all accounts meeting the criteria are transitioned but no others. We assume the transition schedule
M = 6, (τ1, . . . , τ6;n1, . . . , n6) = (6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36; 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10).

As a result of the segment transitions certain accounts have dependent outcomes. In particular
those accounts that are initially in Segment 3 and are eligible to transition have dependent collec-
tions, as the decision whether to transition a particular account depends on the payment patterns
of the other accounts. We let D ⊆ {1, . . . , N} denote the indices of these dependent accounts,
which we will refer to as the “dependent block”, and I = Dc denotes the indices of the independent
accounts. Conditional on segment, all other aspects of performance of accounts are assumed to be
independent; this is a feature not only of our model, but also in the construction of AGL’s operating
model.

Dependence between accounts resulting from other sources, such as the macro-economic envi-
ronment, is a common feature of the literature on probability of default and loss given default
modelling (e.g. [11]), but it is not typically incorporated into models for repayment patterns of
consumers who have already defaulted (e.g. [19], [21]). AGL hold the view that while certain eco-
nomic pressures will impact payment outcomes, defaulted consumers are largely out of step with
the wider economy and focus the core of their modelling on individual circumstances. Economic
scenarios are overlaid at a later stage to account for economic downturns or upsides. We consider
it out of scope for the current paper.

2.2.2. Differences with Arrow’s commercial model

There are many differences between the representative model and the commercial model, though the
similarity is enough to illustrate the application of the methodology. Important differences include
the use of real customer data, more appropriate covariates drawn from AGL’s extensive feature
repository, more detailed simulation of payment amounts with corresponding decisioning models,
more granular treatment of different product types, and different criteria for segment transitions.
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Fig. 2. Potential balance trajectories (top) and distributions of potential total collections (middle) and number
of payments (bottom) for selected accounts obtained via repeated simulation from the representative model.
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Fig. 3. Estimated expected collections curves computed for selected representative model accounts using
(1).

2.3. Estimation of expected collections
To quantify the likely overall outcome, it is of interest to estimate the expected total collections
from the population, µ = E(

∑N
i=1

∑84
t=1Xit). This can be done using simulations from the model

provided the model is an adequate approximation to the true process, an assumption which is
believed to hold approximately for AGL’s commercial model.

The simplest estimation method is to simulate R realisations of the payment behaviour for

the entire population from the model. Let X
(k)
it denote the kth realisation of the account level

collections in month t, and X
(k)
i =

∑84
t=1X

(k)
it the corresponding realisation of the account level

total collections. Then the following Monte Carlo estimator for µ can be used:

µ̂ =
1

R

R∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

X
(k)
i .

This estimator is unbiased for the model-based expectation of the total collections from the pop-
ulation. Similarly the expected total collections in a given time period can be estimated by

µ̂·t = 1
R

∑R
k=1

∑N
i=1X

(k)
it , and the expected collections for a specific account in a specific time

period can be estimated by

µ̂it =
1

R

R∑
k=1

X
(k)
it . (1)

Figure 3 shows expected collections curves for a selection of accounts in the representative model,
estimated using the latter method.

There are three areas on which we wish to improve on these simple estimators. Firstly, we would
like to produce prediction intervals to quantify the uncertainty in the forecast of the population
total collections. This is important because the population level total collections may exhibit
substantial variability, even though they are relatively predictable compared to the highly volatile
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the account-level variance σ2
i in the simulated population

individual outcomes owing to the large number of accounts. Accurate estimates of this variability
can inform stakeholders about the risk of investment. We focus on prediction intervals as opposed to
other methods of quantifying the uncertainty, up to and including the approximation of the entire
distribution of collections, because of its simplicity, both in terms of computational complexity
but also for ease of communication to key stakeholders. However other statistical measures of
uncertainty could be estimated using methods similar to those presented here, but we note that the
computational budget required to give an accurate estimate of the full distribution is prohibitively
expensive.

Secondly, due to the heterogeneity of the accounts, an even spread of computational effort across
all of the accounts does not lead to the most accurate estimator possible. We aim to redistribute
the computational effort in an optimal way to minimize the variance of the estimator. Lastly,
different stakeholders are also often interested in the predicted collections from different identified
subsets of the population, referred to as portfolios. We may therefore wish to ensure that the
quality of the portfolio-level forecasts are preserved, by defining upper bounds on the variances of
the corresponding estimators.

3. Error analysis and optimal number of realisations

We wish to estimate the expected collections as precisely as possible given the available compu-
tational budget. In practice the population size is very large, typically of the order of millions of
accounts, and so restrictions to the computational budget will typically mean that it is only possible
to perform a small number of realisations for each individual account within the equal-realisations
simulation scheme described in the previous section. This can lead to an undesirably high variance
in the estimator for the expected collections. Increasing the global number of realisations per ac-
count is not an option due to the large number of accounts and so we require a more sophisticated
approach to reduce the estimator variance.

One way forward can be seen by considering the variance of the estimator of expected total
collections in more detail. Note that under the equal-realisations simulation scheme described in
the previous section we have

Var(µ̂) =
1

R

(
σ2D +

∑
i∈I

σ2i

)
,
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where σ2i = Var(Xi) denotes the variance of an individual account and σ2D = Var(
∑

i∈DXi) denotes
the variance of the dependent block. Thus an individual account with high variance (i.e. i with
large σ2i ) will contribute more to the population-level estimator variance than an account with small
variance. Moreover, the population does in fact consist of accounts with a wide range of variances,
as evidenced for the representative model by Figure 4. Thus, with the equal-realisations scheme, in
practice the majority of the estimator variance comes from a subset of high-importance accounts.

The above discussion suggests that it may be better to assign more computational effort to these
high importance accounts by performing more simulation realisations for these accounts, and fewer
realisations for the low-variance accounts. Let Ri denote the number of realisations for the ith
account. Note that all accounts in the dependent block must have the same number of realisations
due to the fact that these accounts must be simulated together in order to compute the segment
transition decisions, hence Ri ≡ RD, i ∈ D. With this setup we can estimate the expected total
collections via

µ̂ =

N∑
i=1

Ri∑
k=1

X
(k)
i

Ri
=

1

RD

∑
i∈D

RD∑
k=1

X
(k)
i +

∑
i∈I

Ri∑
k=1

X
(k)
i

Ri
,

which is an unbiased estimator for µ with variance

Var(µ̂) =
σ2D
RD

+
∑
i∈I

σ2i
Ri

. (2)

Assuming for simplicity an equal simulation cost for each realisation of each account, the optimal
realisations scheme would be the one which minimizes (2) subject to the budget constraint

C =

N∑
i=1

Ri = RD|D|+
∑
i∈I

Ri , (3)

where |D| denotes the number of accounts in the dependent block. In order to obtain an analytically
tractable solution to this optimization problem we relax the constraint that the Ri should be
integers, instead allowing them to be positive real numbers. This parallels the traditional approach
in optimal experimental design of using approximate designs rather than exact designs [12]. In this
case the solution is obtained by finding the unconstrained minimum of the Lagrangian,

L(r, λ) =
σ2D
RD

+
∑
i∈I

σ2i
Ri

+ λ

(
C −RD|D| −

∑
i∈I

Ri

)
,

where r = (RD, Ri; i ∈ I). The corresponding optimum is

R∗D =
σD√
|D|

C

(
√
|D|σD +

∑
i∈I σi)

, R∗i = σi
C

(
√
|D|σD +

∑
i∈I σi)

, (i ∈ I) . (4)

The assumption of equal simulation costs in (3) may not always be a reasonable approximation, for
example where there is a large cost associated with the account comparisons involved in the tran-
sition decisions. However similar results to (4) could be derived with an alternative cost function.

Practical use of the optimal realisations scheme (4) is complicated by the fact that the optimal
solution depends on the variances of the independent accounts σ2i (i ∈ I) and the variance of the
dependent block, σ2D. These quantities are unknown before the simulations have been carried out,
thus to obtain a feasible realisations scheme we propose pre-estimating the variances as follows.
Firstly, for the independent accounts we suggest using a pre-trained Gaussian process emulator to
predict σ2i from the account covariates Zi1 and the preceding month payment indicator Yi0; see
Section 6 for full details of the construction of such an emulator. Secondly, for σ2D we suppose that
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we have available a number of pilot realisations of the dependent accounts. The sample variance of
the total collections from these realisations is used to give a pilot estimate, σ̂2D.

Given the variance pre-estimates, an efficient realisations scheme is obtained by plugging the
variance pre-estimates in to (4). The realisation numbers resulting from the formulae are then
rounded to the nearest integer, aside from values in (0, 1) which are rounded up to unity. More effi-
cient rounding schemes (e.g. similar to those used for approximate designs [15]) could be explored,
but are outside the scope of this paper.

Above we used a different pre-estimation method for the dependent and independent accounts.
The reason for this is that σ2D is a function of the the vector (Zi1, Yi0; i ∈ D) of covariates and
initial payment indicators of all accounts in the dependent block, and it is unlikely to be feasible
to construct an accurate and computationally efficient Gaussian process emulator on such a high
dimensional space. Moreover the size of the dependent block will likely vary across different fore-
casting rounds, so the emulator would need to be retrained on each occasion at high cost. This
problem is sidestepped by using the straightforward pilot simulation approach above. The reason
for changes in the dependent block is due to segment transitions of a subset of the accounts between
forecasting rounds.

Another notable aspect of the method above is the treatment of the pilot realisations. First,
the additional cost associated with the pilot realisations is ignored in the cost function (3). This
is reasonable because AGL run repeated forecasts for each forecasting round, and so the overhead
costs can easily be absorbed. Second, the pilot realisations are used only to estimate the number
of realisations; they are not used directly in constructing the estimator µ̂. The alternative, which
may be more desirable if the computational budget is extremely limited, would be to include the
additional cost of the pilot realisations in (3) and to include the pilot realisations in µ̂. However
this would introduce dependence between XD and Xi (i ∈ I) and invalidate the variance formula
(2), necessitating a more complicated analysis.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of realisation numbers that results from applying the above
optimization procedure to the representative model with N = 1000 accounts. We see that there is
a wide range of realisation numbers, and that the computational effort varies substantially across
segments. In particular, for the accounts in Segment 3 the dependent accounts receive 19 realisations
each and the independent accounts receive a median of 9 realisations. In contrast, in Segments 1
and 2 the median realisation numbers are 78 and 58 respectively, with some realisation numbers as
high as 99 in Segment 1. Around 4% of accounts in Segment 1 and 20% in Segement 2 receive just
one realisation. Extensive simulation shows that the effect of this optimization is to reduce Var(µ̂)
from 1.22× 106 to 8.17× 105, a reduction of 33%.

Figure 6 shows the estimates of the expected collections curves using both the equal realisations
and optimized realisations methodologies. Interestingly, the curve is noisier with the optimized
realisation methodology. This is somewhat unexpected given that this method has lower variance
for total collections up to 84 months. However, a potential explanation is that while the variance
of the total collections is lower for the optimized method, the variances at individual time periods
may be higher for some times. For example if a payment is certain to pay their full balance and the
only uncertainty is in the timing then the realisation scheme from (4) will allocate fewer realisations
to this account, increasing the variance in individual time periods.

4. Uncertainty quantification

The point estimate of the expected collections does not give a complete picture, since the collections
vary between realisations. It is also important for stakeholders to be able to quantify the possible
variation in the collections, enabling investors to balance risk and reward. We are interested to know
how much the true collections are likely to vary from the forecasted mean; this can be quantified
using a prediction interval.
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4.1. Prediction intervals for total collections
One possible way to define a prediction interval for the true total collections X with approximate
coverage probability p (e.g. p = 0.95) is to use the end-points

µ̂± z(1+p)/2
√
σ̂2(X−µ̂) , (5)

where σ̂2(X−µ̂) denotes an appropriate estimate of the variance, σ2(X−µ̂), of the prediction error X− µ̂
and zq denotes the q-quantile of a standard normal distribution. There are two main questions about
such an interval: (i) how to construct the variance estimate σ̂2(X−µ̂), and (ii) whether the choice of

a standard normal quantile is appropriate. We suggest two possible methods for (i), and for (ii) we
identify two sets of asymptotic conditions under which the interval’s coverage correctly converges
to the nominal value.

To form the estimate σ̂2(X−µ̂) in Equation (5), we will substitute estimates σ̂2D and σ̂2i of the

variances σ2D and σ2i into the expression

Var(X − µ̂) = σ2D(1 + 1/RD) +
∑
i∈I

σ2i (1 + 1/Ri) . (6)

Here σ2 denotes the natural variance of the collections of the accounts/dependent block, with
the additional σ2/R terms coming from the variance of the Monte Carlo estimates of the mean
collections. Equation (6) holds under the assumption that the true collections are an independent
realisation from the same model, an assumption which should be justified at least approximately for
the commercial model. Two sources of uncertainty are incorporated into (6): the natural variability
of the collections due to the stochastic nature of the model and the variance of the estimator of the
expected collections.

To estimate σ2D there is little choice but to use the sample variance of the realisations of the

total collections from the dependent accounts, i.e. σ̂2D = 1
RD−1

∑RD
k=1(X

(k)
D − X̄D)2, where X

(k)
D =∑

i∈DX
(k)
i denotes the kth simulated realisation of the total collections from the dependent block,

and X̄D = 1
RD

∑RD
k=1X

(k)
D the sample mean of these realisations. Meanwhile, for σ̂2i there are two

choices of method:-

(M1) the sample variance of the realisations of the ith account, i.e. σ̂2i = 1
Ri−1

∑Ri

k=1(X
(k)
i − X̄i)

2;
or

(M2) the output of the Gaussian process emulator for the variance of an individual independent
account, as discussed in Section 6.

We will show that Method 1 above gives an asymptotically valid interval, but it requires Ri ≥ 2 for
all accounts. Method 2 should also give an interval with approximately correct coverage provided
the GP variance model is sufficiently accurate, but there are no theoretical guarantees as to the
degree of accuracy achieved.

A similar approach can be used to define prediction intervals for the collections in a given time
period, by replacing µ̂, σ̂2D, σ̂2i with estimates of the relevant time-specific quantities. Figure 7
shows the use of this approach to quantify uncertainty in the forecasts using the equal realisations
simulation setup. It is clear that there is substantial uncertainty which is roughly constant over
time, but the width of the interval is of a smaller order of magnitude than the expected collections.
For the optimized realisations setup the prediction band could not be computed as some accounts
have Ri < 2, precluding the use of the sample variance to estimate σ2it = Var(Xit), needed in the
standard error. Prediction of the time-specific σ2it with Gaussian processes would require substantial
changes to the methodology in Section 6, which are outside the scope of the present paper.
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Fig. 7. 95% prediction bands for collections in each month, using equal realisations setup.

4.2. Asymptotic results
In order to study theoretical properties of the interval (5), we consider an asymptotic scenario in
which the number of independent accounts |I| → ∞. Our results are contingent on a number
of regularity conditions which control how the population is assumed to grow and which require
some further notation. Let I ∼ Unif(I) denote the index of an account selected randomly from
the population of independent accounts, and let σ̄2 = E(σ2I ) = 1

|I|
∑

i∈I σ
2
i and γ2 = Var(σ2I )/σ̄

4

denote respectively the expectation and squared coefficient of variation of the variance of this
account. Then the regularity conditions are:

(R1) Ri ≥ 2, i ∈ I, with the Ri fixed.
(R2) κi ≤ κmax, i ∈ I, where κi denotes the kurtosis of Xi and the bound κmax is independent of

|I|.
(R3) γ2 is bounded as |I| → ∞.
(R4) κD = O(|I|σ̄2), where κD denotes the kurtosis of XD.

(R5a) σ2D = o(|I|σ̄2).

Above, for functions f(n), g(n) ≥ 0, n ∈ N, the notation f(n) = O(g(n)) means that there exists
n′ and K such that |f(n)|/g(n) ≤ K for all n > n′. Moreover, f(n) = o(g(n)) means that
f(n)/g(n)→ 0 as n→∞.

Condition (R5a) corresponds to an assumption that the variance of the dependent block is
asymptotically of smaller magnitude than that of the independent block. This can be avoided
by assuming approximate normality of the contribution from the dependent accounts, and a large
number of simulated realisations of the dependent block. Empirical results suggest that the normal
approximation for the dependent block is reasonable, but it is difficult to establish theoretically.
This alternative assumption is formalized as follows:

(R5b) (i) σ2D � β1|I|σ̄2 for fixed β1 > 0;

(ii) Var(XI − µ̂I) � β2|I|σ̄2, for fixed β2 ∈ [1, 2];

(iii) RD →∞;
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Table 1. Prediction interval performance. Performance metrics are estimated
using 1,000 independent repetitions of the entire procedure. ‘Relative uncer-
tainty’ denotes the mean of the interval width divided by the interval mid-point.

Population
size, N

Interval method Coverage Mean
length

Relative
uncertainty

100 GP-free, equal 95.9% 7772.6 12.4%
100 GP-based, optimized 96.0% 7696.6 12.3%
250 GP-free, equal 95.5% 11865.0 6.22%
250 GP-based, optimized 95.2% 11768.8 6.17%
1000 GP-free, equal 94.2% 22644.8 3.42%
1000 GP-based, optimized 95.0% 22608.0 3.42%

(iv) XD is asymptotically approximately normal, i.e.

(XD − µD)√
Var(XD − µD)

→ N(0, 1)

in distribution as the population size tends to infinity, where µD = E(XD).

Above we write f(n) � g(n) if f(n)/g(n) → 1 as n → ∞. Note that (R5b)(i) states that the
variance of the dependent block is of comparable magnitude to that of the independent block,
while (R5b)(ii) is a rather weak additional constraint given the previous conditions already imply
that |I|σ̄2 ≤ V ar(XI − µ̂I) ≤ 2|I|σ̄2.

Theorem 1. Suppose that |I| → ∞ with regularity conditions (R1)–(R4) and that either (R5a)
or (R5b) holds. Then the interval (5) with variance estimated according to Method 1 is an asymp-
totically valid 100p% prediction interval for the total collections.

The proof and supporting lemmas are presented in Appendix B.

4.3. Coverage study
To assess and compare the performance of the prediction intervals from this section we carried
out a simulation study using the representative model (see Table 1). For the GP-based intervals
the realisation numbers were optimized using the method of Section 3. The results show that the
coverage, i.e. the probability that the prediction interval contains the true realised collections, is
close to the nominal level of 95% even for quite small population sizes such as N = 100, and so
the asymptotic results appear highly robust in practical situations. In the simulation studies we
have undertaken the mean simulated length of the optimized prediction intervals is shorter than
those using equal realisation numbers, however the magnitude of the reduction is quite small due to
the irreducible underlying variability of the accounts. The absolute uncertainty in the predictions
increases with N , but this is to be anticipated as the expected total collections also grow with
the population size. If we instead work with the relative uncertainty, meaning the width of the
prediction interval divided by its central value, then we see that the uncertainty decreases as N
increases.

The fact that the central limit asymptotics are highly accurate even for small population sizes
is surprising. One potential explanation is that perhaps, owing to the large number of time points
involved, the total collections at the level of a typical individual account level may themselves
be close to normally distributed (cf. the Markov chain central limit theorem [22]). Aggregating
approximately normal individual collections will lead to approximately normal total population
collections even for small populations. Of course, approximate normality will not hold at the
individual level for high kurtosis accounts, but smaller simulated populations are less likely to
contain such accounts.
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Note that to estimate the coverage probability we also required realisations of the ‘true’ collec-
tions; in our study these were simulated independently from the representative model using Ri = 1
for all individuals. This corresponds to an assumption that the model used to find prediction in-
tervals accurately reflects the true process we are trying to predict, an assumption that obviously
does not hold for the representative model. Nonetheless the results indicate it is reasonable to
suppose that the prediction intervals obtained by combining the above methodology with AGL’s
more accurate commercial model will be well calibrated.

5. Protection of portfolio-level forecasts

Often the population is partitioned into disjoint subsets called portfolios with different stakeholders.
Thus, while we wish to minimize the variance of the overall population-level forecast, it is often
also of interest to protect the variance of the portfolio-level forecasts. In this section we develop
methodology to address this constrained optimization problem.

First we establish notation. Let Pj ⊆ {1, . . . , N} denote the indices of the accounts in the
jth portfolio (j = 1, . . . , J) within the population. Further let Dj ⊆ Pj and Ij = Pj\Dj de-
note respectively the indices of the dependent accounts and independent accounts within the jth
portfolio, and I = ∪jIj the complete set of independent accounts. Note that we assume there is
no dependence across different portfolios, which is indeed the case if the segment transitions are
applied on a per-portfolio basis. Let Ri denote the number of realisations of the ith account in
the population. Within each dependent block all accounts must be simulated together and so they
have equal realisation numbers, thus Ri ≡ rj for all i ∈ Dj .

The expected collections in the jth portfolio can be estimated unbiasedly via µ̂j =
∑

i∈Pj

∑Ri

k=1X
(k)
i /Ri =∑

i∈Dj

∑rj
k=1X

(k)
i /rj +

∑
i∈Ij

∑Ri

k=1X
(k)
i /Ri, with variance

Var µ̂j =
σ2D,j
rj

+
∑
i∈Ij

σ2i
Ri

,

where σ2D,j = Var(
∑

i∈Dj
Xi) denotes the variance of the total collections for the accounts in the jth

dependent block. In addition the total expected collections across the population can be estimated
via µ̂ =

∑
j µ̂j with variance Var(µ̂j) =

∑
j Var(µ̂j).

Our constrained optimization problem can thus be formulated as follows. We wish to find
the optimal realisation numbers r∗ = (r∗1, . . . , r

∗
J , R

∗
i ; i ∈ I) that minimize Var(µ̂) subject to the

portfolio-level variance constraints Var(µ̂j) ≤ Vj and the cost constraint
∑

j rj |Dj |+
∑

i∈I Ri = C.
Similar to previous sections we relax this problem by allowing the rj , Ri to be positive real numbers,
not just integers. By the results in the preceding paragraph the corresponding Lagrangian is

L(r, λ, δ) =

J∑
j=1

σ2D,j
rj

+
∑
i∈Ij

σ2i
Ri

+ λ

 J∑
j=1

rj |Dj |+
J∑
j=1

∑
i∈Ij

Ri − C


+

J∑
j=1

δj

σ2D,j
rj

+
∑
i∈Ij

σ2i
Ri
− Vj

 ,

and the solution to the optimization problem must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions:

• stationarity, i.e. ∂L
∂rj

= 0 (j = 1, . . . , J) and ∂L
∂Ri

= 0 (i ∈ I);

• primal feasibility, i.e. the cost and variance constraints are satisfied;

• dual feasibility, i.e. δj ≥ 0;
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• complementary slackness, i.e. for all j either δj = 0 or the corresponding variance inequality
constraint holds with equality. In the latter case we say the constraint is ‘active’.

Let B = {j : Var(µ̂j) = Vj} denote the indices of the active inequality constraints, noting that
δj = 0 for j 6∈ B. Given B the solution of the stationarity equations is given by the following:

Accounts in an actively constrained portfolio (i ∈ Pj , j ∈ B):

R∗i = σi

(
σD,j

√
|Dj |+

∑
i′∈Ij σi′

Vj

)
, i ∈ Ij , j ∈ B , (7)

R∗i = r∗j =
σD,j√
|Dj |

(
σD,j

√
|Dj |+

∑
i′∈Ij σi′

Vj

)
, i ∈ Dj , j ∈ B , (8)

Accounts in a non-actively constrained portfolio (i ∈ Pj , j ∈ Bc):

R∗i = σi
CBRem

dB
, i ∈ Ij , j ∈ Bc , (9)

R∗i = r∗j =
σD,j√
|Dj |

CBRem

dB
, i ∈ Dj , j ∈ Bc , (10)

where above
CBRem = C −

∑
j∈B

∑
i′∈Ij

R∗i′ −
∑
j∈B
|Dj |r∗j

denotes the computational budget remaining after allocating the appropriate amount of budget to
the actively constrained portfolios according to (7) and (8), and the denominator is a normalising
constant given by

dB =
∑
j∈Bc

σD,j√|Dj |+ ∑
i′∈Ij

σi′

 .

The set B can be determined numerically using Algorithm 1. This algorithm can be shown to
converge to the global optimum active set given mild regularity conditions provided it is supplied
with the true variances as inputs (see Appendix C). In practice, however, the required variances
must be pre-estimated using a method similar to Section 3, and numerical errors in the estimates
may mean that the constraints are met only approximately by the estimated solution.

To illustrate the effect of this methodology we consider a setup with a population of N = 1000
accounts divided into two portfolios. The portfolios were defined by sampling an indicator with
a 99% probability of belonging to Portfolio 1 and a 1% probability of belonging to Portfolio 2,
independent of other accounts and the other variables. If no portfolio-level variance protection is
applied then optimization of the realisation numbers yields a variances of 868.12 and 119.32 for the
total collections in Portfolios 1 and 2, with Portfolio 2 having ten times greater variation relative
to the expected collections. Applying portfolio protection with (V1, V2) = (10002, 502) leads to a
realisation distribution where much more computational effort is applied to accounts in Portfolio
2, in particular with an average realisation number of 84.8 compared to 29.2 for Portfolio 1. The
effect of this redistribution of effort is to change the portfolio-level variances from (868.12, 119.32) to
(899.62, 48.752), which meets the variance constraint. On other runs of the same code the variance
in Portfolio 2 did not meet the constraint, due to differences between the pre-estimated values of
σ2D,j and σ2i and their true values. However the variance was nonetheless always close to the desired
value and much lower than with the previous approach.
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1: initialize the set of active constraints as B = ∅
2: repeat
3: using the current active set, compute the optimal realisation allocation (r∗1, . . . , r

∗
J , R

∗
i ; i ∈ I)

from Equations (7)–(10)
4: for j = 1 : J do
5: if the jth variance constraint is not satisfied, i.e. Var(µ̂j) > Vj then
6: include j in the active set, i.e. B ← B ∪ {j}
7: end if
8: end for
9: until a complete pass of the for loop results in no additions to the active set

10: return the active set B and the corresponding optimal allocation

Algorithm 1: Solution of the inequality-constrained optimization problem

6. Predicting the variance of independent accounts using Gaussian process emulators

The variance of an independent account can be considered as a function of the account covariates,
i.e. σ2i = Var(Xi) = v(Bi1, Ci, Si1, Yi0), i ∈ I. In this section we train a Gaussian process
emulator [18; 2] to approximate the function v(B,C, S, Y0). Once the emulator has been trained it
can be used to rapidly predict the variance of new accounts without further simulation from the
model, facilitating optimization of the computational budget using Equation (4) and uncertainty
quantification as in Section 4. Note that the function v does not depend on the eligibility indicator
Ei, as the collections are conditionally independent of eligibility given segment.

In order to train the emulator we carried out a computer experiment involving extensive sim-
ulation from the model. Owing to the mixture of discrete and continuous covariates, the design
used for this experiment was an optimal sliced Latin Hypercube design [1] constructed as follows.
First, as is standard in the computer experiments literature, the continuous covariates were trans-
formed to the range [0, 1] using the cumulative distribution functions of the distributions specified
in Section 2.2. This gives transformed variables B̃ = FB(B), C̃ = FC(C). Second, the slices were
defined by the six combinations of values of the discrete variables S ∈ {1, 2, 3} and Y0 ∈ {0, 1}, with
100 design points per slice chosen using the R package SLHD [1], denoted wsyl = (b̃syl, c̃syl, s, y),
(l = 1, . . . , 100; s = 1, 2, 3; y = 0, 1). Finally, as we wish to model the variance of the collec-
tions, the variance was estimated for each design point wsyl by taking the sample variance v̂2syl

of K (we used K = 1000) simulated realisations X
(k)
syl (k = 1, . . . ,K) of the total collections for

an account with the corresponding covariate values obtained from the inverse transformation, i.e.
(B,C, S, Y0) = (F−1B (b̃syl), F

−1
C (c̃syl), s, y). Figure 8 shows this training design together with an

independent test set consisting of 100 random points in each slice.
There are many possible approaches for fitting a Gaussian process emulator to these data. The

most important decision that we made in the modelling was to use a log transformation of the
variance as the response. The reason for this is that the true account variance is strictly positive,
and we wished to preserve this constraint in the predicitons. For the GP prior mean we used an
unknown constant and for the covariance function we used the Matérn-5/2 kernel, a common choice
for modelling functions that are thought to be at least twice differentiable, see e.g. [20], [16], [17].
We used the R package DiceKriging [17] to perform the calculations of the GP posterior predictions.

The use of the log-transformed variance as the response has some interesting consequences
in addition to ensuring positive predictions for the variance function. Most pressing, it raises a
question of how to treat the reasonably common case of observations for which the observed sample
variance is zero, since the corresponding logarithm of negative infinity can not be used in the GP
model. Such results typically correspond to an account with an extremely skewed and high kurtosis
distribution, in particular with a high probability of zero collections and a very small probability
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of a large collection whose value is unknown because it was never observed in the simulation. For
such accounts the error in the estimate v̂syl is likely large but difficult to quantify and so we argue
that such accounts are best excluded from the training set regardless of which transformation is
used.

Another consequence of the use of the log transformation is that v̂syl can be regarded as a
noisy normal estimate of the true function. In particular Lemma 1 below, whose proof is given in
the appendix, shows that for large K we can approximate the distribution of the logged variance
estimates as

log v̂syl ∼ N(log ṽsy(b̃syl, c̃syl), (κsyl − 1)/K) ,

where κsyl denotes the kurtosis of the random variable X
(k)
syl and ṽsy(b̃, c̃) = v(F−1B (b̃), F−1C (c̃), s, y)

denotes the variance function in the (s, y)-slice. This approximation should hold well for accounts
that do not suffer from high kurtosis. The noise variance (κsyl−1)/K can be estimated by plugging
in the sample kurtosis of the realisations.

Lemma 1. The logarithm of the variance estimate v̂syl based on K realisations satisfies

√
K log

v̂syl

ṽsy(b̃syl, c̃syl)

d→ N [0, (κsyl − 1)]

as K →∞.

Initially we tried fitting independent Gaussian processes in each (s, y)-slice, using transformed
balance and credit score as the covariates in each of the slice-specific models. Although this is
appealing in its simplicity, we found that the predictions were outperformed by another emulation
method. Specifically in this second method, we fit an independent process to each of the three
segments (rather than the six slices) with covariates given by the transformed balance, credit score,

and also
√
p1(1− p1) where p1 denotes the probability of payment in the first month. The latter

corresponds to the standard deviation of the payment indicator in the first month. Figure 9 shows
that this alternative method gives effective predictions on the test set. Though a small number of
accounts in Segment 2 have their variance underpredicted, we believe that the overall quality of
the predictions is adequate at the population level for the purposes of uncertainty quantification
and informing an efficient allocation of the computational budget.

7. Discussion

We have developed uncertainty quantification techniques for simulation-based forecasts of total
collections and shown that it is possible to achieve significant reductions in the Monte Carlo error
of the estimate of the total expected collections by optimizing the number of simulation realisations
according to account-level covariates. Though the estimates of expected total are substantially
improved by optimisation of the realisation numbers, the prediction intervals are only marginally
smaller due to the fact that the dominant source of uncertainty is the background variability
of the realised collections, not the error in estimating expected collections. Alternatively, if one is
satisfied that the current levels of Monte Carlo error are acceptable, similar analysis as demonstrated
in Section 5 can be used instead to reduce the computational cost of simulations to achieve the
same degree of accuracy, instead of aiming to further minimise the variance. Further reductions in
computational cost may be achievable through a sampling-based approach in which a representative
subset of individuals is considered. However, from a business perspective there are a multitude of
scenarios where a cash value is required for each account, including for audit purposes as well as
ad-hoc analyses requiring a re-cut of the segmentations. Thus we did not consider sampling-based
approaches.
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Fig. 9. Predicted vs sample standard deviation of the total collections from individual accounts in the training
and test sets. Predictions are obtained from the emulation approach in which independent GPs are fitted
to the three different segments with log-variance as the response and the following covariates: transformed
balance, credit score, and standard deviation of the first month payment indicator.
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The methods that we have developed are broadly applicable for computing the expectation of
quantities with respect to a large population of heterogeneous stochastic processes, in particular
where there are a large number of independent sub-populations which can enable different numbers
of realisations to be simulated for each group. The specifics of the paper are focussed on application
to modelling the expected collections from portfolios of NPLs, but any model which has the key
features of a large heterogeneous population with a large number of independent components would
benefit from the methods we present here.
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A. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. Standard results, e.g. [14], p. 294, show that for a variance based on K simulated
realisations we have

√
K

(
v̂syl

ṽsy(b̃syl, c̃syl)
− 1

)
d→ N(0, κsyl − 1)

as K →∞. Applying the delta method, we have that

√
K log

v̂syl

ṽsy(b̃syl, c̃syl)

d→ N(0, κsyl − 1) ,

as required.
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B. Proof of Theorem 1

First we present some lemmas establishing asymptotic accuracy of our estimates of the prediction
error variance.

Lemma 2. Suppose that regularity conditions (R1)–(R3) hold. Then σ̂2(XI−µ̂I)
=
∑

i∈I σ̂
2
i (1 +

1/Ri) computed with method (M1) as given in Section 4 is unbiased for Var(XI − µ̂I) and has
variance of asymptotic order O(|I|σ̄4).

Proof. Unbiasedness follows from the fact that the σ̂2i are unbiased for σ2i (i ∈ I). As regards

the variance, combine the fact that Var(σ̂2i ) = σ4
i

Ri
(κi−1+ 2

Ri−1) (e.g. [7]) with regularity conditions
(R1) and (R2)) to establish that

Var(σ̂2(XI−µ̂I)
) =

N∑
i=1

(
1 +

1

Ri

)2 σ4i
Ri

(
κi − 1 +

2

Ri − 1

)

≤ 4(κmax + 1)

N∑
i=1

σ4i

≤ |I|σ̄4 × 4(κmax + 1)(γ2 + 1) = O(|I|σ̄4) . (11)

Lemma 3. Suppose that regularity conditions (R1)–(R3) hold and either σ2D(κD+1) = o(σ̄4|I|2)
or σ2D(κD + 1) = O(σ̄4|I|2) and RD → ∞. Then σ̂2(X−µ̂) is an unbiased and relatively consistent

estimator for σ2(X−µ̂), i.e. σ̂2(X−µ̂)/σ
2
(X−µ̂) → 1 in probability as |I| → ∞.

Proof. Unbiasedness follows from the fact that the estimator is a linear combination of unbi-
ased estimators. Hence the ratio ρ = σ̂2(X−µ̂)/σ

2
(X−µ̂) has expectation 1. To establish convergence

in probability it is enough to show that Var(ρ)→ 0 as |I| → ∞. We have

Var(ρ) =
(1 + 1/RD)2 Var(σ̂2D) + Var(σ̂2(XI−µ̂I)

)

[σ2D(1 + 1/RD) +
∑

i∈I σ
2
i (1 + 1/Ri)]2

≤ 4

RD

σ4D(κD + 1)

|I|2σ̄4
+

Var(σ̂2(XI−µ̂I)
)

|I|2σ̄4

The first term tends to zero due to the conditions in the statement. The second term tends to zero
as |I| → ∞ by Lemma 2. Hence Var(ρ)→ 0 and the result is proved.

Lemma 4. Provided that regularity conditions (R1)–(R3) hold XI−µ̂I√
Var(XI−µ̂I)

→ N(0, 1) in dis-

tribution as N →∞.

Proof (Proof of Lemma 4). We first note that the numerator XI − µ̂I can be written as
a sum of independent random variables with expectation zero, namely XI − µ̂I =

∑
i∈I X̃i where

X̃i = Xi − X̄i and X̄i = 1
Ri

∑Ri

k=1X
k
i . The conclusion then follows from the application of the

Lyapunov central limit theorem to the sequence {X̃i}i∈I . To apply the theorem we must verify
that the Lyapunov condition holds, i.e. that there exists a δ > 0 such that

lim
|I|→∞

1

s̃2+δ|I|

∑
i∈I

E |X̃i|2+δ = 0 , (12)

where s̃2|I| =
∑

i∈I Var(X̃i). By considering kurtosis, we show that given regularity conditions

R1–R3 it suffices to take δ = 2.
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Recall the behaviour of excess kurtosis under addition or subtraction of independent random
variables. Namely, if Y1, . . . , Yn are independent then

Kurt

(
n∑
i=1

Yi

)
− 3 =

∑n
i=1(VarYi)

2[Kurt(Yi)− 3]

(
∑n

i=1 VarYi)2
.

Thus we have that

Kurt(X̄i)− 3 =
κi − 3

Ri

Kurt(X̃i)− 3 =
(κi − 3)(1 + 1/R3

i )

(1 + 1/Ri)2

and by regularity conditions (R1) and (R2) the kurtosis of each individual term is bounded, say by
Kurt(X̃i) ≤ κ̃, i ∈ I, for some κ̃ not depending on |I|. For δ = 2, the quantity in (12) becomes∑

i∈I E(X̃4
i )

(
∑

i∈I Var(X̃i))2
=

∑
i∈I Kurt(X̃i) Var(X̃i)

2(∑
i∈I σ

2
i (1 + 1/Ri)

)2
≤
κ̃
∑

i∈I σ
4
i (1 + 1/Ri)

2

(
∑

i∈I σ
2
i )

2

≤ 4κ̃(γ2 + 1)

|I|
.

The final upper bound tends to zero as |I| → ∞ due to regularity condition (R3). Hence the
Lyapunov condition holds and the result is proved.

Proof (Proof of Theorem 1). We aim to show that if the conditions hold then Z = (X −
µ̂)/σ̂(X−µ̂) → N(0, 1) in distribution. Then simple algebra shows that that the interval end-points
contain the true total realised collections X with probability equal to

P
[
−z(1+p)/2 ≤ Z ≤ z(1+p)/2

]
→ p

as N →∞. This proves the result.
First suppose that (R1)–(R5a) hold. Then

Z =
X − µ̂√

Var(X − µ̂)

√
Var(X − µ̂)

σ̂2(X−µ̂)

=
(XD − µ̂D)√
Var(X − µ̂)

1
√
ρ

+
(XI − µ̂I)√
Var(XI − µ̂I)

√
Var(XI − µ̂I)
Var(X − µ̂)

1
√
ρ

=: N + Z ′ , (13)

where we have used the notation ρ from the proof of Lemma 3. We can show that N = oP (1),
since E(

√
ρN) = 0 and Var(

√
ρN) = Var(XD − µ̂D)/Var(X − µ̂) ≤ σ2D(1 + 1/RD)/(|I|σ̄2)→ 0, so

√
ρN

p→ 0 and N = (
√
ρN)×(1/

√
ρ)

p→ 0 by the continuous mapping theorem. Note this argument

also shows that Var(XI−µ̂I)
Var(X−µ̂) → 1. Using this in conjunction with Slutsky’s theorem, Lemmas 3 and

4, and the continuous mapping theorem, we note that Z ′ → N(0, 1) in distribution. A further
application of Slutsky’s theorem to (13) then shows that Z → N(0, 1) as required.
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Now suppose that (R1)–(R4) and (R5b) hold. Note that due to condition (R5b)(i)—(iii) we
have that

Var(XD − µ̂D)/σ2(X−µ̂) → β1/(β1 + β2) = w;

Var(µD − µ̂D)/σ2(X−µ̂) → 0;

Var(XI − µ̂I)/σ2(X−µ̂) → 1− w.

Now consider

√
ρZ =

XD − µD√
Var(XD − µ̂D)

√
Var(XD − µ̂D)

σ(X−µ̂)

+
µD − µ̂D
σ(X−µ̂)

+
XI − µ̂I√

Var(XI − µ̂I)

√
Var(XI − µ̂I)
σ(X−µ̂)

=: Z1 + Z2 + Z3 .

Above, Z1, Z2, and Z3 are mutually independent, with Z1
d→ N(0, w) due to (R5b)(iv), Z2

p→ 0

owing to the variance calculations above, and Z3
d→ N(0, 1− w) due to Lemma 4. Hence

(Z1, Z2, Z3)
d→ N

0
0
0

 ,

w 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1− w

 .
Applying the continuous mapping theorem with g(z1, z2, z3) = z1+z2+z3 gives that

√
ρZ

d→ N(0, 1),

and Slutsky’s theorem with Lemma 3 gives that Z
d→ N(0, 1) as required.

C. Convergence of Algorithm 1

Lemma 5. Suppose that the working set B is such that there are at least two non-active con-
straints, and that at least one of the non-active constraints fails to be satisfied under the solution,
R∗(B), of the stationarity equations corresponding to B, in other words Var(µ̂j′) > Vj′ for some
j′ 6∈ B. Then adding j′ to the working set strictly increases the variance of µ̂j for all other non-
actively constrained portfolios.

Proof. First note that the solution to the stationarity equations can be written in the form

R∗i = ciej(B) , (i ∈ Pj) ,

ej(B) =

{
εj , j ∈ B ,
α(B) , j ∈ Bc ,

where ci > 0 and εj > 0 (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , P ) are independent of the choice of B, specifically

by taking ci = σi (i ∈ I), ci = σi/
√
|Dj | (i ∈ Dj), εj = (σD,j

√
|Dj | +

∑
i∈Ij σi)/Vj , and α(B) =

CBRem/d
B. The proof proceeds by showing that

α(B+) < α(B) , (14)
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where B+ = B ∪ {j′} is the augmented working set. This enough to establish the result because

Var(µ̂j) =
σ2D
rj

+
∑
i∈Ij

σ2i
Ri

=
ηj

ej(B)
=


ηj
α(B) , j ∈ Bc ,
ηj
εj
, j ∈ B ,

(15)

where ηj > 0 is independent of B, and so for a different non-actively constrained portfolio j 6= j′

(i.e. j ∈ (B+)c ⊆ Bc) the corresponding variance is ηj/α(B) under R∗(B) and ηj/α(B+) under
R∗(B+), with the latter being strictly larger if (14) is true.

To show (14) we need some preparatory results, the first of which is that

εj′ > α(B) . (16)

To see this note that if, as assumed in the conditions of the lemma, the j′th constraint is not
satisfied then, considering (15), we have

ηj′
α(B) > Vj′ . Moreover Vj′ =

ηj′
εj′

, by definition of εj as the

value of ej(B) when j is included in the active set. Putting the last two statements together and
rearranging gives (16) as required.

A second preparatory result is that the change in the remaining budget when we move from
working set B to B+ satisfies

εj′γj′ = CBRem − CB
+

Rem = α(B)
∑
j∈Bc

γj − α(B+)
∑

j∈(B+)c

γj . (17)

To see this note that the remaining budget can be written in two ways as follows. First, summing
over the non-actively constrained portfolios we obtain

CBRem =
∑
j∈Bc

∑
i∈Pj

Ri =
∑
j∈Bc

∑
i∈Pj

ciα(B) = α(B)
∑
j∈Bc

γj , (18)

where γj =
∑

i∈Pj
ci > 0. On the other hand, subtracting the resource allocated to the actively

constrained portfolios from the total budget we obtain

CBRem = C −
∑
j∈B

εjγj . (19)

Taking differences using (18) gives the right hand side of (17), while use of (19) gives the left hand
side.

Now we have enough information to show that (14) holds. Eliminating εj′ from (17) using (16)
gives

α(B)γj′ < α(B)
∑
j∈Bc

γj − α(B+)
∑

j∈(B+)c

γj ,

and rearranging we find that

α(B+)
∑

j∈(B+)c

γj < α(B)
∑

j∈(B+)c

γj , (20)

where the right hand side has been obtained using the fact that (B+)c = (B ∪ {j′})c = Bc\{j′}
and so

∑
j∈(B+)c γj =

∑
j∈B γj − γj′ . Finally, from the conditions in the lemma there were at least

two non-active constraints to begin with, so (B+)c is non-empty. Hence the factor
∑

j∈(B+)c γj
appearing in both sides of (20) is positive and so may be cancelled to give the result.
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Lemma 6. Suppose that B and the associated solution R∗(B) are such that all Lagrange multi-
pliers corresponding to active constraints are non-negative. Moreover suppose that B+ is obtained
by adding a j′ for which the corresponding variance constraint is not satisfied under R∗(B). Then
the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to active constraints are also non-negative under R∗(B+).

Proof. First note that √
1 + δB

+

j = εj/α(B+) > εj/α(B) (21)

where the equality is obtained from basic algebraic manipulations of the stationarity equations and
the inequality follows directly from Equation (14) in the proof of Lemma 5. It is therefore enough
to show that the right hand side of (21) is at least unity for j ∈ B+. For the case j ∈ B this

follows the fact that the right hand side of (21) equals
√

1 + δBj combined with the assumption of

the lemma that δBj ≥ 0. For j = j′ it follows immediately from (16).

Recall that Slater’s condition holds if there is at least one point at which the equality constraints
are satisfied and the inequality constraints are strictly satisfied. In our problem this is equivalent
to

P∑
j=1

γjεj < C , (22)

since γjεj is the minimum amount of the budget that must be spent in the jth portfolio to meet
the corresponding variance constraint (with equality).

Lemma 7. Suppose that Slater’s condition (22) holds. If B contains P − 1 constraints then the
remaining constraint is met under R∗(B).

Proof. Let j′′ be the single constraint not in B. By Slater’s condition (22),

C >

P∑
j=1

γjεj =
∑
j∈B

γjεj + γj′′εj′′ .

Combining this with (18) and (19) we see that

α(B)γj′′ = CBRem = C −
∑
j∈B

γjεj > γj′′εj′′ .

Assuming it is positive, the factor γj′′ above can be cancelled to obtain α(B) > εj′′ . Combining
with (15) we see that Var(µ̂j′′) = ηj′′/α(B) < ηj′′/εj′′ = Vj′′ , so the variance constraint is satisfied
as claimed.

Theorem 2. If Slater’s condition holds then Algorithm 1 converges to a global optimum.

Proof. First, consider primal feasibility. In each step of the algorithm, we either stop because
all primal constraints are satisfied, or we reduce the number of non-active constraints by one. The
algorithm must therefore terminate after at most P − 1 steps, because once we have P − 1 active
constraints the remaining constraint must be met by Lemma 7. Thus the returned solution will be
primally feasible.

Next consider dual feasibility. At the start of the algorithm there are no active inequality
constraints, as B = ∅, so the corresponding Lagrange multipliers are zero. Therefore the number of
dual constraint violations for the working set starts at zero. Moreover, due to Lemma 6, it remains
at zero after each iteration. Thus the returned solution will satisfy all dual constraints.

Overall, the solution to which the algorithm converges satisfies both primal and dual feasibility
in addition to stationarity and complementary slackness, so it is a KKT point. As the problem is
convex, this must be a global optimum.
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